
This device requires neutral wire

Over the air (OTA) firmware upgrade 
available with supported controllers

Scene control capable
Instantly reports manual status 
change to controller

Works with incandescent and most 
dimmable florescent (CFL), or LED lighting

Fits standard single wall plate
Fits standard multiple gang junction box

Z-Wave Plus certified

If you see the lighting turns OFF and 
then ON, it means that the module has 
been reset successfully and you may 
retry Step 5 above to add the module 
into your network. Otherwise, please 
repeat the manual reset procedures.

Use the manual reset procedure only 
in the event that the network primary 
controller is lost or otherwise inoperable.

(If the module is already reset or it has 
not been added into a network, the 
lighting will not have any reaction.)

To install the WD-100 in a single gang 
switch, no changes should be required. For 
dual or higher gang configuration where 
switches are next to each other, the tabs 
need to be removed. Simply take a pair of 
pliers, grab the tabs and wiggle until the tabs 
break off.
This will lower the electrical rating of the 
module. Please refer to the following details.
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ZLINK’s WD-100 is a Z-Wave Plus 
certified device with S2 security and 
SmartStart features. You can now add 
this device securely and with ease using 
QR code on the product with 
compatible gateways supporting S2 and 
Smart Start. WD-100 communicates 
with other Z-Wave certified devices in a 
control network. WD-100 replaces a 
standard in-wall light switch and turns it 
into a Z-Wave controlled network 
device with dimming and On/Off light 
control. Each Z-Wave device serves as a 
node to repeat the signal in the network, 
thus, extending the overall Z-Wave mesh 
wireless network range. Different types 
and brands of Z-Wave devices can be 
associated with ZLINK and they will 
work together to optimize and expand 
the coverage of your Z-Wave 
network. Once setup is completed, you 
can enjoy the convenience and leisure 
which WD-100 offers.  

The DSK and PIN can be found on  
the metal yoke



Please note that the module will shut 
OFF after a power failure. The module 
will return to the last dimming level after 
power restore.

A Z-Wave certified controller of either 
portable or static is capable of setting 
up  products in your desired network. 
Once the module is added, you may 
assign it to a Group. It will change its 
reaction when the All command ON or 
OFF is received. Furthermore, it can be 
set in Association with another Z-Wave 
device to perform a specific function. 
Please refer to the instructions manual of 
your remote controller for details and 
procedures on how these settings can 
be done.

About the rocker switch:
There is only 1 rocker switch on 
this module for manual operation 
that allows you to

Z-Wave Plus introduces a new 
process for scene activation – 
“Central Scene Control”. Press and 
release the button, it will send a 
certain command to the central 
controller via the lifeline association 
group 1. This allows the controller to 
react to key pressed, key released 
and key held down.

Activation of Central Scene

By default, the LED indicators will show 
the current dimming level.The following default settings can be 

changed if configurable parameters are 
supported by controller. 
The orientation of the ON/OFF on the 
rocker switch can be inverted by changing 
the following configuration with a controller 
(if supported)
Parameter 4
Length: 1 byte
Valid values: 0 or 1 (default 0)

Add(Include) or Delete(Exclude) the 
module to/from your Z-Wave network 
with your primary controller. Please refer 
to the instructions manual of your 
gateway or remote controller for details 
and procedures on how these actions 
can be done. Normally the sequence is 
as follows: when the inclusion (or 
exclusion) process is prompted by your 
primary controller, single click and 
release the rocker switch => the 
controller should show that the action 
was successful => if the controller 
shows it was a fail, repeat the procedure.

Configurable Parameters

About Dimming:

Association:

The resolution level and speed of 
dimming up and down can be adjusted 
by changing the following configuration 
parameters (if supported).

Parameter 7 (resolution level) for turning 
On or Off the lights via remote control
Length: 1 Byte
Valid Values: 1-99 (default = 1), indicates 
the number of levels when the light is 
controlled by remote. Lower this number, 
the finer the control of dimming. Higher 
the number the faster the dimming will 
jump from one state to another.

Parameter 8 (speed) for turning On or 
Off the lights via remote control or 
scheduled program
Length: 2 Byte
Valid Values: 1-255 (default = 3), indicates 
the time duration of each level when the 
light is controlled by remote.  For 
example, if the Parameter 7 is set to 1 and 
Parameter 8 is set to 3, it will take 
approximately 3 seconds for the lights to 
turn On or Off when you remotely turn 
On or Off the switch.  This provides a 
soft feel for the lights turning On or Off.  
If you prefer instant On or Off like 
incandescent light bulb, you can set a 
higher number for Parameter 7 and set 
parameter 8 to 1.

Parameter 10 (timer) for turning On or Off 
the lights manually
Length: 2 Byte
Valid Values: 1-255 (default = 3), indicates 
the time duration of each level when the 
light is controlled by paddle switch

Using the combinations of these 4 
parameters, you can create a customized 
ramp up and down rate for lights to turn 
On, Off, or dim based on your 
preference. 

Depending on the capability of your 
controller or gateway software, the 
following simple to advanced operations 
can be performed. Please refer to the 
controller's or gateway manual for details.

Parameter 9 (level) for turning On or Off 
the lights manually
Length: 1 Byte
Valid Values: 1-99 (default = 1), indicates 
the number of levels when the light is 
controlled by paddle switch.  
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A Z-Wave network can integrate devices 
from various classes of products, and 
these devices can be made by different 
manufacturers. The ZLINK unit 
introduced in this instructions manual has 
a Z-Wave certification which guarantees 
such an interoperability.

ZL-WD-100

WD-100

WD-100 supports a maximum of 5 
nodes for group #1


